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Editor

June Meeting
The big summer event of the year in the
BVWS is the June 28th meeting at
Harpenden, which as previously will be
a strictly ”members only” event and entry
will be ticket only, obtained in advance by
application on  an official Society form,
c0pies of which are enclosed with this
issue of the Bulletin. Members are
reminded that all subscriptions were
renewable on lot April 1987, irrespective
of original individual dates of joining.
Tickets for the Harpenden meeting will
not be allocated to anyone who has not
renewed: lapsing automatically cancels
membership and re-application is
necessary.
Arrangements for the meeting will be the
same as before. Details will be issued
when tickets are sent out. In addition to
the usual ”Wireless Fleamarket" there
will be displays in the ante-room and
anyone who has an interesting item to
show is welcomed but should liase with
the organisers before setting up since all
tables, whether for sale or display items
have to be reserved in advance.
Refreshments will be available all day.
Members are asked not to arrive too
much in advance of the official opening
time of 10am (stallholders will be allowed
in slightly early to allow setting up)
because this causes congestion at the
entrance. At the last Harpenden there
were complaints about unofficial trading
in the car park and street in front of the
hall before the hall was opened. We have
been advised that this sort of trading is
illegal without a licence and also
contravenes the Sunday trading laws,
and the Society requests that members
should cease the practice, which may
prejudice our future permission to use
the venue. Members are also reminded
that the purpose of the meeting is to
enable members to exchange and buy
and sell wireless-related items among
themselves and not to provide a mecca
for purely commercial activities.

Garden Party

The annual BVWS Garden Party is again
being held under the auspices of Gerald
Wells’ Vintage Wireless Museum at
Dulwich, and will be on 27th June: the
day immediately preceeding the

Harpenden meeting. A ticket application
form for fully paid—up members is
included with this Bulletin. The
attractions will include conducted tours
of the museum, a buffet lunch,
competitions and "genuine low—fi music”
from 78rpm records played though
”steam" valve equipment, as well as
405-line television shows on vintage
I‘CCCIVCI‘S.

From the Treasurer
Desmond Thackeray, our treasurer,
reports that subscriptions are coming in
well and that the Society is solvent, but
a number of members have still to renew.
Desmond is pleased to acknowledge
many donat ions  from members,
providing a welcome increase in the
notional capital available. At the same
time, the downward, slide of
microcomputer prices has meant that the
turn of year was, for the Society, an
optimum time to purchase the
equipment needed by the Editor for
Bulletin publishing and related tasks.
After this, the residual capital was spent
on reprinting the Society’s ”V and A
Exhibition" posters, for which members
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have been pressing for some time. These
are of greatly iiupruvet‘ print quality and
are available to members at £4 per set of
three plus 50p postage, and can be
ordered from Gerald Wells, 23, Rosendale
Road, West Dulwicl l ,  London SE21 BDS.
Desmond also comments that it is
encouraging to see the growth of vintage
wireless meetings, which though
dedicated to the swapping of hardware,
very largely, also provide an opportunity
for members to meet each other.

Midlands Meet
Thanks are due to Ray Holmes and his
little team of helpers for organising the
Society's first meeting in the Midlands,
which drew some 150 members to
Shifnal Village Hall where there were 25
stalls displaying equipment. Everybody
agreed that it was a most successful
event, which it is hoped to repeat.
Thanks are due to Ken Bowler and
especially to Ray’s wife Freda and Joyce
and Tony Gibson for providing some
delicious ”home-made” catering. It was
nice to see that as well as providing a
"swapmeet”, the organisers encouraged
peeple to bring items for display as at
Harpenden: and several members
brought objects, adding to the interest of
the day.

Searching
The Editor is always on the look-out for
interesting vintage photographs for use
in the Bulletin: photographs of old
wireless shops, factory interiors, wireless
in the home, boating and outings
pictures. If members who have such
pictures would be kind enough to lend
them for copying, the pictures would be
carefully handled and returned promptly.
Information is also sought on the early
use of wireless sets in cars, on which it
is hoped to produce an article. Articles
are also in preparation on wireless
”novelties” including china ornaments,
postcards, cigarette cards and ephemera,
and help would be welcome. We have
also had a suggestion that we should do
an article about the EF50 valve which was
so important during the last war and later
found its way into amateur-built post-war
equipment. Does anyone fancy writing a
piece?
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Sam — son of

At first sight, this wooden toy doesn’t seem
to have much to do with radio, until you spot
the knob on the front of the heavy metal base
and the wire leading from it to a micr0phone
that looks like a miniature version of the
’twenties Western Electric pattern.
On the adjoining page, David Read, who
acquired one of the toys, tells the fascinating
story of how it works.
The toy was produced in the United States of
America in 1932 as a Christmas Novelty. If such
a thing were to be put on the market today, in
America or Europe, it would undoubtedly cause
offence, particularly if accompanied with the 1932
advertising material.
”You pick a tune and Sam will dance” says the
blurb," This is  Sam, the microphone man, the
most versatile dancing black boy what am .. . . .  He’s
a shufflin’ dancin’ fool, to any kind of music. Sam
does it all by ear" . And a journalist wrote of Sam
at his debut that the figure danced in perfect time
although he never heard the tune because his
brains were in his feet. (The mechanism is in the
platform below the feet of the dancing doll).

A whimsical, clever and apparently innocuous
artefact, Dancing Sam is also a little piece of social
history, for it shows how the black man in the
‘thirties was often typified as a song-and-dance—
man with h i s  brains in his  feet, when he wasn’t
seen as a servant or a simple labourer. —ED.

Drawing by Norman Jackson.
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Circuit of the “works” of the Microphone

Microphone ’l‘BOUNCING FLOOR dancer.

Sam — son of l ”for
Ragtlme LEVER
Rastus --> 1" 0.... .
by David Read

For shortwave radio enthusiasts, the
HRO made by the National Co. of
Malden Massachusetts was the receiver
of choice. For collectors it still sets the
quality standards by which others are
judged and many HROs are still used
and treasured today. Over the years I had
owned and enjoyed at least three of these
fine receivers, so when I was offered a
“Dancing Man” made by the same
company I was intrigued. Surely such a
company would not have made a toy?
Over the ’phone the dealer who had
found the curiosity described it as an 3.
art1culated flgure made of wood, of a contact A open and Bclosed.
black entertamer who danced under a , _

Wrth swrtch on, events I, 2 + 3 continuously repeatstreet lamp to any SOLID-€15 WhiCh W91? causmgoléouncmg floor to vibrate at a frequency of
input to a microphone. I had to have It about cycles per minute,
and duly posted the cash asking price. 4.
Then I got unlucky because the dealer
lost the microphone and I therefore
finished up with a key component

PIVOT §
1. Turning on switch 5 energises 10 ohms solenoid
th  ro  u g h

contact B causing bouncing floor to rise.
2. This closes contact A which activates relay

and opens contact 8.
This cuts off current to bouncing floor
which falls back to starting position with
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Peaks or beats of programme material
(music picked up by point contactnucrop one closes contact C in time with
peaks. This activates rela and opens
contact B also in time to the at. Thus the
normal bouncing of the floor is interruptedmissing. However, at this stage I was not

too worried as I imagined that the design
employed a standard type of early
microphone, and I accordingly set about
restoring the equipment and working out
how the mechanism which activated the
figure worked. The machinery was fairly
complex and  turned out  to be
sophisticated vibrator in the form of a
bouncing floor under the dancer’s feet.
This incorporated a sensitive relay which
was itself to be triggered by a microphone
in series with the 6 volt battery circuit.
The entire arrangement was designed to
vibrate at a slow frequency (unlike the
vibrator of a bell or buzzer) so  as to suit
the natural resonance of the articulated
figure. The schematic diagram and text
explains how the key parts in the design
interact and operate.
When I had done this I began to realise
that my hopes about using a standard
microphone were ill judged. The missing
microphone was clearly not of the carbon
type or any other variety I could imagine.
It had to be some sort of on or off point
contact device which would release
spikes of voltage in time to the audio beat
of music. It had to be both ridiculously
sensitive and be able to carry the trigger
current of the relay which modulated the
vibrating floor above which the figure
should be suspended and caused to
dance.

rhythmically

At this point I decided I needed help. I
had heard that a John Nagle in the USA
was researching the National Co. so I
wrote to him. In a most helpful letter he
confirmed that the microphone was
indeed a contact device as distinct from
the usual analogue type. Quoting from
John’s letter ”This may have been the first
application of digital electronics, since the
output of the microphone was either one
or zero.”

John was envious of my find since he had
been searching for a National Co.
Dancing Man for some time without
success. Thanks to him I had inched
forward but still needed either to find a
National Co. point contact microPhone or
have mechanical details so I could make
one. Xerox copies of contemporary
advertisements which John kindly sent
me confirmed that it was on sale in 1932.
Further help came from the USA when
Alan Douglas one of our BVWS
American members, sent me a copy of
the Patent Office Gazette notice filed in
June 1931 for an Actuated Figure. This
covered the method of suspending the
figure and its interaction with the
bouncing platform, bu t  st i l l  no
microphone details!

Much as I wanted to demonstrate a
working example at a society meeting at
Harpenden I seemed to have come to a
dead end. The trail had gone cold and
petered out.
The end of the story came in a way that
proves that the most careful research and
hard work are no match for pure luck. Six
months later I was in a street market at
about 7.30 am when I saw a microphone
which looked like the one in the National
Company’s illustrations. Good I though,
perhaps I can alter it to a point contact
device. But that was not necessary
because it was the real thing, and in a tin
biscuit box next to it was another dancing
man! Some restoration of rusty contacts
was needed together with meticulous
cleaning and adjustment of the point
contact microphone and then Hey Presto
it danced! And that was the working
exhibit on my table in the exhibition hall
at the June meeting at Harpenden. So yes
the National Company did make a toy,
and what an extraordinary combination
of electrical and mechanical design it was.
EDITOR’S NOTE: David Read tells me that the
microphone dancer will again be demonstrated
at the June Harpenden meeting. Also that he
is still searching for another microphone to
drive his first dancer: please contact him direct
if you come across one!

continued on next page
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Micmphone Sam
continued from previous page

EDITOR’S NOTE: Seeing David Read’s
MicrOphone Dancer at the last
Harpcndcn meeting I was struck with the
"similarity of the wooden figure to a toy
which I have had in my possesion for
some years. My toy, a wooden-peg—style
figure is known as ”Ragtime Rant-us” is
mounted on a small wooden stand which
is meant to be placed beside the turntable
of an old-fashioned “wind—up"
gramOphone. Inside the stand is an
eccentric wheel driven by the spindle of
the turntable, which drives a rod which
simply shakes the little articulated figure
up and down. It is a very crude piece of
technology made from wood and tin and
enterely mechanical, compared with the
really rather sophisticated and ingenious
electro—mechanical movement of David's
toy. The only thing that is similar about
the two toys is that the wooden puppets
are both made to cheap softwood, hand
painted and somewhat crudely made by
the same company, so the answer to the
question ”did such a company as the
National Company of America make a
toy?” is : ”Yes, they were making these
toys before they made radios! "

Examination of the box in which my
gramophone toy came, reveals that the
maker is “National Co.” with an address
at Cambridge Station 39, Boston Mass.
USA (The Microphone Dancer case has
a label on the base giving the same name
but an address of ’Malden, Mass, USA”).
But whereas the latter was patented in
1931, my gramophone dancer has a
patent date of 1915. It looks as though a
boffin in the National Co. design
department saw the old gramophone toy
and decided to update it for the radio age,
subsitituting a clever electro-mechanical
movement for the original simple
”wobblecam".
Both toys will be on display at the June
Harpenden meeting so that their quite
different "performances” can be compared.
While the Microphone Dancer really reacts to
the beats of what ever music is played, all my
poor old Rastus can do is to bob up and down
according to the fixed speed of the turntable:
he does the same dance to ragtime as he does
to the blues.

Below: ‘
A contemporary advertisement.

mus ic !

NATIONAL ..~ 1
| I “ . !

You Pick t he  Tune
and  SAM WILL DANCE
This  i s  Sam. the micmphone man,  the mos t  versat i le  danc ing
black boy what am.]ust put his “mike” near your phonograph
or radio and watch that fellow step! High, wide and hand;
some —- in  time to any tune. He’s a shufllin’, dancin'  fool, to
any kind of music. Sam does it all by car.

Get  in to  t he  Show Yourself

Whistle or  sing into the microphone, and Sam will Strut his
stuff for you. Put the “mike" on  the piano and he  can’t Stand
Still. Make the dog bark at him and see him jump and scram-
ble! No strings to pull, no springs to wind or break, the mike
just catches the sound and Sam’s restless feet respond.

At  Your Nex t  Pa r ty

Let Sam entertain at your next party! Think up stunts and
Sam will do  them. A brand new invention sure to be popular
— Microphone Sam, the Dancing Robot that keeps time to

f on COMPANY
MALDEN, MASS., U.S.A.

A ql rnr i lmt  o f  Rad io

MICROPHONE SAM, SON OF
RAGTIME RASTUS

Do you  r emember  Rag t ime  Ras tus .  t he  l i t t l e
neg ro  do l l  t ha t  danced  on  the  phonograph  r eco rd
wi th  j oyous  d i s r ega rd  o f  t ime  and  tune?  Ras tu s
has  I son,  who  no t  on ly  dances  to  r ad io  o r  phono-

g raph  mus i c  bu t  does  i t  i n  abso lu t e ly  pe r f ec t

t ime ,  though  he never heard  the  t une  before.
A} I mat t e r  o f  f ac t  Mic rophone  Sam neve r  does
hea r  I t une  fo r  h i s  b r a in s  a r e  i n  h i s  f ee t ,  o r  a t
l e a s t  j u s t  unde rnea th  t hem.

AI  you  see  f rom the  pho tog raph ,  Sam ca r r i e s

h i s  own  danc ing  p la t form and  h i s  own  pickup
microphone.  The  microphone is placed nea r  a
loudspeaker  ( inside the  set if desired)  and  the
mus ic  i s  conveyed  th rough  the  connec t ing  co rd

into the electr ical  “k icker"  unde r  Sam ' s  fee t .
This taken no t  one  s ingle  mil l iwnt t  f rom the
rad io  set and  can ' t  poss ib ly  cause any  aud io

d i s to r t i on :  t he  r ad io  s e t  ha s  on ly  t o  t r i gge r  oft

Sam ' s  p r iva t e  power  supp ly  to  cause  h im  to  " a r t

dancing—and that’s  where the  surprise comes in .
When I. symphony  i s  p l ayed  Sam chum“  s lowly ,

rocking buck and  for th  in  t ime  wi th  the music,
i f  a t op -dance  t une  a r r i ve s  Sam’s  manne r  changes

and h is  feet snap  up  and  down in  perfect  t ime,
and i t  taken no th ing  bu t  t he  proper  music t o
send h im  in to  a wild nrm—liinging breakdown.

Becoming  ve ry ,  ve ry  s l i gh t ly  t echn ica l  we
may  say t ha t  Sam’s  l i fe  is i n su red  fo r  a l ong

period of  ac t iv i ty .  Hie connt i tufion in s imple
and  rugged .  H i :  appe t i t e  for mi l l i nmperes  i s

Iml l l  and  h is  bat tery  will loot u long  t ime .  He
believes in  mlndin:  his  own business. so he has
a fi l t e r  t o  keep his machinery from mak ing  noises
i n  t he  nea rby  r ad io  r ece ive r s .  He  i sn ' t  p r e -

l ud lced :  wh i l e  he prefers  radio music he  will
dance  t o  o phonograph o r  I p iano .  We  even  saw

h im do  u good eccen t r i c  dance  to  accompany  a

speech on  e Fo rm Bond ,  wh ich  shows  tha t  he

hu 'humor .

We're indebted to Nat ional  Company ,  of
Maiden ,  Mum,  for  this  joyous  piece o f  nonsense .

May i t  br ighten Christmas in many  homes.

Above:

A contemporary Press repor t  on  the
Microphone Dancer, published as it was
about to go on sale. It is from the “Modern
Radid’ Magazine in December 1932.
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The BTH
Patent Portable
by Geoffry Dixon-Nutthall

The B.T.H. Patent Portable was first
brought out in 1920. There was of
course, no broadcasting then; it was
intended for time signals and weather
reports, and had a tuning range of 500
to 15.000 metres. I am not quite clear
why it was considered necessary for the
set to be portable, but it genuinely is,
measuring 13 x 14 x 5 inches, and being
completely self-contained. Possibly it
was the first self-contained portable
ever made commercially.
What we have here is the second ver-
sion. manufactured in 1921. It was begin-
ning to be realised that very low fre-
quencies were not essential for com-
munication, so this version covers 300 to
20.000 metres.
As can  be seen from the circuit,  there is
nothing very original about the design.
Tuning is accomplished by shorting out
some of the windings of the frame aerial,
originally by the switch marked “L”, but
in the later version by a brass slide which
passed between a series of clips on the
frame winding. This frame is tuned by
a nasty little variable capacitor, which
looks as though it was made by a Boy
Scout in a hurry,- it has a brass stator,
aluminium rotors, and a dielectric of thin
ebonite. A concentric knob controls
another smaller, version, for fine tuning.
The picture shows the set opened out
ready for use.
The instruction book starts off, rather
ominously, ”Place the set on a level table
in a quiet room”. The lid is then detached
and forms a base for the set to revolve
on. A compass is fitted in the lid to give
you a good start. Having connected the
headphones, you then remove plug (8)
from its clip and insert it into the split
brass socket visible to the left of the top
valve, thus applying volts. The L.T. is 4
volts, HT 45.
The tuning procedure is rather tedious.
Inserting the shorting plug into the
frame should get somewhere near the
right wavelength (there is a calibration
chart). Reaction is controlled by opening
or shutting the swinging reaction coil,
which is the smaller frame. As turns are
shorted out  on  the  main frame, they
have to be shorted on  the reaction coil,
and this is done by an elegant little rotary
switch. At the same, time, fine tuning is
effected by the capacitor. It doesn’t
sound too difficult, but I found the
whole outfit very unstable. The only
valves I have are too modern, and I
suspect the gain is too high for the poor
old thing.

Imam»:
.3 l- I i f

I think the trouble is mainly due to poor
layout. The detector valve is at the top,
and the output and coupling trans-
formers are on top of each other at the
bottom of the set, presumably to keep
the centre of gravity down. This means
that "live” wiring trails all over the place
and radiates to the frame aerial.
I don’t know what the original valve
types were. The only clue is that the
instructions say “both valves should
light up brightly”. No dimmers were
fitted, and the instructions show what
look like a couple of ”R” types.
The performance, even allowing for this,
is pretty poor, at least on the frame
aerial. An extra switch is fitted below the
tuning capacitors on this model, which
switches the capacitor either in series or
parallel with the frame, the series con-
nection being used when an external
aerial is used. With great patience I got

Radio 4 on 1500 metres, but  at  higher
frequencies there is not a lot about.
Remember that most of the frame is then
shorted out, which cannot do a lot for
the ”Q” of the remainder!
Not much required doing to this set,
which had not worked for at least thirty
years. Once again I was impressed by
the high resistance that can develop
between a wire and the piece of metal it
is tightly clamped to! Nothing can be
taken for granted in a set of this age.
The cabinet i s  made of solid mahogany,
and the internal framing of oak. The side
of the frame that shows is veneered in
mahogany to match the cabinet. If some
of the money they spent on joinery had
gone into a more efficient circuit they
might have sold more of them. The serial
number of this one is 262. Are there are
any more about?
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This year marks the 90th anniversary
of Marconi’s Bristol Channel
experiments.

.Marconi’s tests
in 1897
by Eric Westman

It was in July 1896 that the 22-year-old
Guglielmo Marconi came to Britain to
try to gain the recognition for his
invention that it had not received in his
native Italy. After an unfortunate start,
when his apparatus was wrecked by a
British customs officer who suspected it
was an anarchists’ ”infernal machine”,
he was put in touch with Mr (later Sir)
William Preece, the Engineer-in-Chief of
the British Post Office, who agreed lo
test it.
Preece was also a member of a
commission investigating the possibility
of using some form of cornrnunicalion
without wires between lightships or light
houses and the shore. He had already
invented a cumbersome system of
communication by induction, not true
radio, that worked reliably over distances
up to three miles. Preece persuaded the
commission to obtain a grant of £600 from
the Board of Trade towards tests of
wireless telegraphy systems.

After repairng his apparatus, Marconi
successfully demonstrated it to Preece
over a few hundred yards in London, and
then across one-and-three-quarter miles
on Salisbury Plain. Preece was not very
impressed by Marconi’s apparatus,
describing it as ”home-made and crude”
and its performance as “interesting but
not encouraging”. He thought his own
system cheaper and better. Nevertheless,
he decided to compare the performance
of the two methods overa stretch of sea
that his own system had successfully
spanned in 1892: the 3.3 miles from
Lavernock Point in South Wales to Flat
Holm island in the Bristol Channel. That
was as far as Preece’s system would
reach, but if Marconi’s system could
manage that distance too, it would then
be tried over the nearly nine miles from
Lavernock to Brean Down, a peninsula
on the Somerset coast just south of
Weston-super-Mare.

Early in the afternoon of Thursday 6th
May 1897, Marconi arrived at the Great
Western Railway station at Cardiff. He
was accompanied by his chief assistant
George Kemp, a GPO engineer who had
been lent by Preece. They stowed their
apparatus in the GPO depot in Lower
Cathedral Road, and went to Lavernock
Point to inspect the 100-ft mast that had
been installed on the 60-ft cliff by GPO
engineers. At the top of the mast was a
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vertical zinc cylinder about six feet long
and four feet in diameter that was to act
as an ”aerial capacitance”. An earth wire
ran from a wooden hut near the mast,
over the cliff, and well down the beach
beyond the low water mark. Kemp fixed
an aerial wire of 16 strands of aluminium
wire from the zinc cylinder down to the
hut. Kemp returned to Cardiff for the
night, and Marconi put up at the Penarth
Hotel.

Early next morning (Friday), Kemp and
his nephew Herbert packed Marconi’s
two transmitters into a small steam tug,
the ”May"; along with Preece’s receiving
and transmitting apparatus, and sailed to
Flat I-Iolm. There they fixed an 18-strand
aluminum aerial wire to the zinc cylinder
at the top of another TIC-ft pole erected by
GPO engineers. Inside the shed at the
base of the mast, they prepared Marconi’s
transmitter. They stayed on the island for
the next few days and nights, and over
the weekend got both stations in working
order.
On Monday 10th May, the trials started:
signals were received at Lavernock by
Preece's method, but none by Marconi’s.
Kemp blamed this upon faulty insulation
of the zinc cylinder and the stays, as well
as the long wires of Preece’s apparatus
absorbing the energy from the Marconi
transmissions.
Next day, the two Kemps refitted the mast
and carried Marconi’s transmitter some
way off. Still they could get no signals
across, and nothing was received at
Lavernock by Marconi's system, but on
Thursday 13th May ”complete success
was achieved". Someone had the idea of
carrying the receiver at Lavernock down
to the beach, 60 feet below, so
lengthening the aerial wire. Five famous
pe0p1e, including Marconi and the
German professor Adolf Slaby, crouched
in the large wooden crate for shelter as
the receiver spelt out the letter "S" sent
by Kemp from the distant island. This
was followed by various banal phrases,
some of which were torn from the inker
and posted to the Kaiser by Professor
Slaby.
Friday was spent in testing various
adjustments, and on Saturday Kemp
dismantled Marconi’s transmitter on the
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island and deposited it at Marconi’s hotel
in nearby Penarth. On Sunday — no
40-hour week for him — he took the
receiver to Lavernock Point and fitted it
up there in place of the receiver.

Monday was to have been the big day:
Kemp stayed at Lavernock to transmit,
using a large kite to raise a BOO—ft long
aerial wire, while the rest of the party
went in the tug to Brean Down.
Unfortunately, the weather was so bad
that they had difficulty in landing and
then could not manage to fly their kite,
so they returned to Wales.

But Tuesday 18th May was the day that
really vindicated Marconi’s system. The
party landed on the peninsula, flew their
kite and at 2.50pm heard Kem
transmitting a series of VS followed by
banal phrases until 4.20pm. The
engineers reported their successful
reception — by cable from Brean Down
to Flat Holm, and onwards to Lavernock
Point by Preece’s inductiVe system.

Trials went on for another week — the
period and the tests are practically
unrecorded -— but the main work had
been done. The transmissions across the
British Channel proved conclusively that
Marconi’s system of radio did work, and
from then onwards all doubts about its
viability were quelled. Even Preece spoke
of it favourably!
There is a plaque on the wall of St.
Lawrences Church, Havernock, which
commemorates the success of May 18,
1897. It was described in the
Bulletin Vol.2. No.1.

’Marconi’s forgotten transmission”:

There was a little confusion concerning
the article ”Marconi’s Forgotten
Transmission” in the last Bulletin. Eric
Westman’s article described the almost
unknown transmission between
Salisbury and Bath in September 1897,
Whereas the introduction and the
accompanying photography concerned
Marconi’s Bristol Channel transmissions
of May 1897. The equipment used,
pictured on the front page of the Bulletin,
was Virtually the same for both
transmissions.
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Feedback

Vintage wireless seems to be  making news in recent times, with members' collections being featured on radio programmes,
television and in  newspapers, magazines and books. We are always pleased to hear from members who have been featured in
the media. The above photograph comes from Ernest Roberts of the Society, who lives in Hedon, Humberside. He has built up
.i collection of receivers ranging from 1921 to the end of the second World War, which are stored in  his  house and garage. Most
of them are nicely restored -— but not over-restored. He tells us that he did not choose the recumbent position in which the
pho tog raphe r  of his  local newspaper snapped him but  they wanted to depict him relaxing in  h i s  retirement in  a setting of the
objects of h is  hobby.

Readers’ Correspondence

rystal record?

-.:-,r Richard (Badger) Farley (”l-'Viififil:

«wing mainly interested in the period of
ireiess history that preceeded world war one.

i was. very interested in Desmond Thackeray’s
_::'ticle on  VLF and  Fes senden  and
‘~.le\andersons systems. With regard to Eric
Aestman’s painstaking reproduction of ”Long
' l i s t ance  receiving apparatus", surely the date
it publication was 1913, not 1918? DORA was
s t i l l  very much in effect and  this would have
L‘revented publication of such information.
: lurIng 1960 l visted Bob Warner, who was
building an  identical receiver from a 1913 copy
of  the ”Amateur Mechanic". An extract which

I have lists the number of stations that one
might hope to hear. Transatlantic reception
with crystal receivers was  commonp lace
amongst the amateur wireless fraternity at the
time. The late Ken Alford, GZDX, told me how
he  received signals from the German Imperial
Wireless Station in Togoland during 1913, using
a conventional loose—coupler and a Zinctite
Tellerum detector (two-crystal combination)
and Brown type A phones. He was still using
them in 1979 when l visited him. The distance
covered was over four thousand miles. I
wonder if this could be beaten by any other old
timer?
from Desmond Thackeray:
A suprising amount of information potentially
useful to the enemy got into print during WW].
I can only think that the censors didn’t
understand scientific and technical articles.
Typical of my reading in this area is  the article

Photograph by Courtesy of the Hull Daily Mail.

i n  Wi re l e s s  Wor ld  fo r  Oc t  '19]? en t i t l ed
”Australian Portable Wireless Apparatus”
which  desc r ibes  a sh ip ’ s  w i r e l e s s  s e t
appparently formed by pu t t i ng  a Te l e funken
transmitter and  a Marconi receiver in t he  sa in t -
box.

I don’t know of any listing of crystal DX and
would therefore like to hear of such, as would
Chris Long. How many hams pre—W W1 had
aerials big enough for this task, remembering
that even commercial stations with enormous
aerial systems only achieved patchy service?
Listening to high—powered arc stations with
crystal set plus BFO was also potentially
capable of DX, and I'd like to hear of am
reports of that too. "Badger" will no  doubt  bi-
interested in my article on Chris Longs work.

(See article ”5000 miles on a crystal set”  in this

issue) Readers’ Correspondence
continued on  page 58
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A short History of Mullards
Here is a brief official history of the
famous Mallard. company, published
with the company’s pennissron.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
MULLARD COMPANY
Stanley Robert Mallard was born on lst
November 1883 in Bermondsey, the third of
the five children of Robert Mullard and his
wife Ann.

It was about this time that hand production of
relatively reliable electric lamps became
possible and for this the Edison and Swan
United Electric Light Co., Ltd., held a virtual
mon0poly in Great Britain. By the time that
Stanley Mallard was about thirteen, however,
the master patents were beginning to run out
and the way was clear for would-be
competitors to enter the field. One such
company which attempted to ‘jump on the
bandwagon’ in the mid-18908 was the small
firm of Mackay, Mackey 8: Co., wholesale and
export chemists and druggists (by whom
Stanley Mullard’s father was employed) in the
City of London.

In 1898 the firm moved to Bermondsey and
Robert Mullard and his family took over
occupation of the domestic premises which
formed part of the factory site. A separate
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company, Mackey’s Electric Lamp Co, Ltd.,
was established, Robert Mullard being one of
the directors. Living in such close proximity to
the works for the next few years the young
Stanley had an unrivalled opportunity to
absorb the atmosphere associated with a small
manufacturing business and to gain practical
experience of workshop processes involved in
lamp making, at that time all needing skilled
hands.
By 1899, when he was sixteen, Stanley Mullard
had joined his father in the lamp factory and
by the time that he was twenty he was
appointed Assistant to the Manager and at
twenty-three he was made a director. Thus, for
almost ten years he gained invaluable
experience, nut Ul fly in L1 1e praclical m l  of glass—
blowing, but also in the wider fields of
management, salesmanship, industrial
economics and administration. By 1908,
however, sales were having to compete with
vast quantities of low—priced lamps then being
imported from the continent. Mackey’s did not
have the financial resources to meet the heavy
costings arising from the changes from carbon
filaments, first to 0:311 Liuul, ll ten a Hit Ldlion w i t h
tantalum and finally the particularly costly
change to tungsten. All the small companies,
lacking capital, just could not competete and
by 1909 Mackey’s Electric lamp Co., Ltd., was
wound up.

For the next few years Stanley Mullard worked
on lamp manufacture first in a factory on the
outskirts of Paris, then with Ediswan at
Ponders End where he remained until 1916
when he was released in order to set up a valve
testing laboratory and development section in
Central London for the Admiralty. By the
summer of 1918 i t  had become evident that
transmitting valves with very much greater
output were going to be required. the problem
being to decide of what material the envelopes
should be made. The obvious choice seemed
to be fused silica which, compared with glass,
is a very difficult material to work. Mallard,
however, with his years of practical experience
behind him, was confident that the difficulties
could be overcome.

By now the First World War was nearly over
and in early 1919 Stanley Mullar'd was released
from the Services and was put in charge of the
ailing 'Z.’ Electric Lamp Manufacturing Co ,
ltd, in Southfields. In his agreement with the
firm it was arranged that he could manufacture
valves under his own name. Thus he was able,
in conjunction with the Royal Naval Signal
School to continue development of the silica
valve and, on 16th September 1920, having
obtained an order from the Admiralty for 250
silica transmitting valves, formed the Mullard
Radio Valve Co., Ltd., at 7'1, Standen Road,
Southfields, London, SW18.

Stanley Mallard was almost thirty~seven. With
more than twenty years of practical experience
i n  the electric lamp industry, w i th  his
experience of management and with his wide
range of experience during his wartime service,
it is doubtful if there was another man alive
with better qualifications to lead the industry
which he was about to help to launch.

Although formed primarily to make high-
power transmitting valves for the Admirality
the Company snnn became involved in the
production of smaller valves for radio reception
and low—power transmission. Interest in radio
was increasingly sharply. People were building
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A Short History
of Mullard’s
continued from previous page
their own receivers and some who had been
signallers during the war obtained
experimenters’ licences to operate low—power
transmitters. Public broadcasting had not
commenced, but occasional programmes were
radiated by private organizations. Stations in
I-Iilversum, Paris and Berlin could also be
picked up in the U.K.

This upsurge in interest created a demand for
reliable receiving valves. Many of those then
available in Britain were imported. They cost
125 .6d .  (62p)  CdLll and were notoriously
unreliable. The available British types were
better, but cost twice as much.

Realising the enormous potential, Mullard
turned over part of his limited facilities to the
production of small receiving valves based on
the design of the French ‘R’ valve which had
been required by the Army and the Navy
between 1916—1010 Finding himself faced by
normal commercial considerations, economics
and costings Stanley Mullard realised he could
produce a better valve more cheaply by
completely re-designing it ’for production'.
Output began with dozens and rose rapidly to
hundreds a week. The valves were sold under
the trade name of ORA, the initials signifying
the valve’s three main functions: Oscillate,
Rectify and Amplify. The electrodes were
mounted vertically in a tubular glass bulb
which made them easier and cheaper to
produce. Moreover, being much smaller than
the ’R’ valve with its horizontally mounted
electrodes they took up less space in the
receiver. They had a ready market, for at
15$.Od. (75p) each they were much cheaper
than other British valves and only slightly
dearer than the wayward imported types.

Demand soon outstripped manufacturing
capacity and in 1921 larger premises were
obtained at Hammersmith. These, too, soon
became inadequate, with the opening of the
British Broadcasting Company’s 2L0
transmitter and Mullard moved in 1923 to still-
larger accommodation at Balham. By the end
of 1924 valve production had reached 2] million
a year. By demonstrating that reliable valves
could be made cheaply Mullard had helped
materially to lay the foundations of the British
radio industry.

In order to meet the need for research facilities
and to gain access to Philips’ patents close links
were established in 1924 with N .V. Philips’
Gloeilampenfabrieken who in January 1925
took over exactly 50% of the Mullard shares,
and in January 1927 the remaining 50%.

As the demand for valves, both from the public
and  the setmakers increased, closer attention

. to the commercial side of the Mullard activities
became important and in 1925, under the
Philips influence, a second company, the
Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., was
launched to handle distribution, marketing
and servicing. This company operated first
from Balham, but in 1926 moved to Denmark
Street in London’s West End and in 1928 to 111,
Charing Cross Road. From Denmark Street
this service company published a magazine
“Radio for the Million" which made an
immediate public impact. It set out ”to give
those who have no knowledge of the
technicalities of modern broadcasting all the
essential constructional details to perfect radio
receivers in a simple and understandable
form ." The magazine appeared quarterly for

the next few years and sold in millions of
copies.
In 1927, because of the unabating need to
increase output a large factory at Mitcham was
purchased and rapidly equipped for
production. Today this plant is the main centre
for high power silica valves and for electronic
tubes for industrial applications.

It was in 1929 that Stanley Mullard retired from
active management and he was succeeded in
the leadership of the organization by 5.3. Erika.
However he remained a director and actively
interested'himself in its affairs until 1970.
With an ingrained habit of forward thinking
Eriks foresaw the need for dispersal, for
manufacturing away from London in the event
of war which, even in 1936 he regarded as
inevitable. In 1938, in order to relieve some of
the effects of the decline in the cotton industry,
a factory, therefore, was established in

Blackburn for the production of valves and fine
wires. Two years later this factory was
harnessed to the war effort and by the end of
1944 was producing 6] million valves annually.

In the post-war years, impelled by the
mushrooming of television, the Company’s
expansion became even faster. The Mullard
Research Laboratories (now the Philips
Research laboratories) were formed at Redhill
in Surrey and were soon making valuable
contributions to the Company’s proSperity and
to world technology.

By the mid—1950’s a purpose—built factory for
television picture tubes had been built at
Simonstone in Lancashire whilst transistors
and microelectronics devices were being
produced in quantity in a factory specially
designed for the task at Southampton. The
activities at Blackburn (where valve output
reached a peak of 60 million a year) were being
strengthened by a number of ’feeder’ factories
in the surrounding area. Another plant for the
manufacture of magnets and magnetic
materials had been built at Crossens near
Southport and the headquarters of the
Company established at Mullard House in
London. Later, in the 1960’s, a modern factory
was built at Stockport for microwave and
Power aeuticuuduclora and a second plant  for
the production of colour television picture
tubes was opended in 1972 at Belmont, Co.
Durham. Today Mullard Limited (it assumed
this title in 1951) employs some 7000 people —
1000 of whom are qualified scientists and
engineers — in seven main factories plus
offices, laboratories and other establishments
throughout the UK.
Stanley Robert Mullard died at the age of 95 on
lst September 1979.

.‘g

’R’ valve
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Book Rev1ew:
by Robert Hawes
Restoration and Preservation of Scientific
Apparatus for Collections” by Guy Biraud with
the participation of Iacques 1e Breton and
Richard Foster, translator: Publish ed with the
patronage of the Sociere Histori ue  de Radio
in Fren and English. Obtainab e at 196E lus
28Fpo , to Bnaud Edition: 1, Place de 'ts
lavaud 200, RJntenay—le-Compte, France, or
send for details and order form.

There are several books on the technical
side of repair and restoration of wireless
and allied apparatus, but nothing much
on  the problems of cosmetic work on
such objects, although there has been
much discussion of the philosOpy of the
subject and particularly on the vexed
question of whether to “restore” or
simply to "preserve". The purists would
say that equipment should be preserved
more or less ”as found” apart from
cleaning up, but most collectors seem to
want to work on their finds to a greater
or lesser degree. Since many collectors
seem to feel that ownership gives the
right to decide on the issues involved,
there is not much the purists can do
about it: except to urge that as little
permanent damage is done as possible.
I f  therefore, restoration is  inevitable in
many cases, any move to improve the
quality of work done is most valuable.

Guy Biraud’s excellent new book on the
subject, so obviously by an enthusiast
with a great respect for vintage apparatus,
is therefore welcome — particularly in
view of the fact that the objects now
coming to light appear to be in
increasingly poor condition compared
with a few years ago when so much
“mint" equipment used to appear. Laid
ou t  in a very useful manner and
beautifully illustrated in black and white
and also with a few colour plates, it will
prove an excellent work of reference for
the collector’s bookshelf as well as for
museum use. It has 400 pages, but since
the original French edition and the
English (or rather American) translation
are bound into a single inch-thick
paperback, the quantity of material
presented is only half what is seems.
However, it makes up for that in quality
and is highly recommended for its logical
approach to the subject, its clear
explanations and the store of useful tips
and recipes it contains.
The author begins with a chapter on the
philisophy of preservation, which urges
that objects should be preserved as much
as possible in their original condition and
that any work done should be carried out
with restraint (Did you know that when
the French refer to ”British Style” they
often mean that it’s principal quality is to
“remain unnoticed”?). Advice is offered
on purchasing and on the necessity of
research by retuming to primary source
material, as well as the importance of

systematic dis-assembly of objects and
the making of drawings or photographs
to ensure correct re-assembly after
restoration work. The unobstrusive
marking of objects to Show future
generations (and prospective purchasers)
what has been changed or added is also
urged. The author urges careful
consideration before any work is begun,
then outlines techniques of both minor
and major work, giving details of tools
and materials required, plus a most
useful A to Z glossary of formulae,
recipes and ”tricks of the trade”. A special
section takes the reader step-by-step
through the various processes of four
different restorations of increasing
difficulty, complete with ”before and
after” photographs.

All in all, this is an excellent book, but
readers ought to be a little wary on
certain points. For instance, the French
“ebonite” (vulcanised rubber, as  in
Britain) seems to translate in American as
”bakelite” (phenol formaldehyde) but the
“soak in warm water to cure warping”
method would not work with the latter.

Sensible advice is given on safety in the
workshop but some readers may be
alarmed at the idea of mixing scorching
brews of nitric acid for cleaning metals,
and such hints as the one suggesting
passing 20 amps at 24 volts through
screwheads to un—seize them. Some
might be surprised too, to hear that suet
spread on thinly is a corrosion
preventative and of the recommendation
to adopt the old French carpenters’
practice of hanging porcine genitalia over
the workbench for use in greasing saws
and planes. But these are odd exceptions
in a book full of good things.

Book Review
Desmond Thackeray

While a fair number of BVWS members
might describe their wireless interest as
"mainline" or ”middle of the road",
specialist interests are not uncommon,
and include those which are linked to
non-wireless t0pics such as  l ine
telegraphy and telephony, bakelite
collecting, Hi-(and lo) Pi, and public
address, to name but a few.

A copy of the Spring 1987 issue of the
quarterly ”Morsum Magnificat” reminds
me that this 48 (A5) page magazine‘is
sustained by those devotees of ”Morse
Telegraphy” willing to stump up £6 (or
equivalent) per annum. In this issue they
get for example : 8 Pages on the Titanic
disaster, apparently written without
reference to the recent survey of the
wreck: 3 pages about sloppy hand-
keying: ,a six-page article on  the
construction of a hand-key; 9 pages on
Morse code itself: and (a piece of genuine

vintage wireless) 2 pages on using beer
bottles as the high-voltage condenser in
a spark transmitter. As a tailpiece, a poem
from 1930. Though the cover (inside)
included a nice reproduction of a ”Pin-
Writer” engraving, I was disappointed to
find no  technical  ar t ic le(s)  on  such
professional telegraph gear. Nor did I find
even one reference to any text-book on
telegraphy, old or new. And, by its title,
this magazine clearly eschews any kind
of non-Morse telegraphy. Where are you
now, Wheatstone?

“T he Pittsburgh Oscillator” is a smaller
venture altogether, a six-page Pittsburgh
Antique Radio Society Inc. Generously,
they devote a whole page to a review of
John Hill’s book “Radio Radio”. There is
also a page and a half of members ads;
but most of the remainder is of interest
specifically to PARS members. One
paragraph of wider interest is a bio-
bibliography of Frank Conrad, forever
associated with KDKA, the radiophone
station that got professional broadcasting
started in the USA. However, the mighty
Westinghouse organisation seemingly
doesn’t rate more than a EJ-line
advertisement for a 142 TV set. Have you
got your priorities right, PARS?
Psst! Want a dirty book? How refreshing
in this day and age to read a list of wares
for sales with such damaging admissions
as "cloth grubby”, ”heavy faxing”, or “dust
wrapper torn”. It’s good salesmanship, for
I have immediate sympathy with those
who have to make a living, selling under
the heavy burden of such honesty. For
buyers of books on early wireless,
Graham Weiner’s list R5 has some 30
titles on telecommunications, mostly in
good condition, though only a few of
these are actually on wireless itself. With
Hancock at £15 and Vyvyan at £30, don't
expect bargain prices if you send to 78
Rosebery Road, London N10 for this
catalogue.
If you are a dedicated horn loudspeaker
collector, then I have just the book for
you! Floyd Paul has published his Radio
Horn Speaker Encylopedia as a private
venture, and packed into its 80 pages a
mass of information on American horn
loudspeakers, over 30 pages of this being
actual photographs of horns. While some
of the photos show nice texture, contrast
and sparkle in their subjects, many of
them are ill-chosen for offset litho
printing, which does its worst with areas
of flat tone. UK readers will hopefully
find themselves at tuned to the
information on the Amplion pages, as
well as recognising the Western Electric
horns. Don't however expect to find the
W.E. multicell cinema horn included
here, as this item was not made for the
domestic-radio market. As a bonus

continued on page 58
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5000 Miles on a crystal set,
a long-distance record ?
by Desmond Thackeray
Crystal sets must have seemed obsolete
by the end of World War 1, the triode
valve having found its feet as a detector,
as well as amplifier and oscillator, in the
professional wireless gear of the time.
And that adjunct of the signal-powered
professional receiver, the enormous
long-wave aerial, must also have found
itself out of favour. Even the art of
operating must have changed, when the
professional operator no longer had to
strain his ears for the buzz of the weak
spark  signal against a massive
background of static. which the
selectivity of double and triple tuner was
unable to eliminate.
What was it really like, one wonders,
us ing  a big a t r i a l  and  operat ing a
professional-quality crystal-set to receive
headphone signals from hundreds or
even thousands of miles away? In the UK
it i s  no t  ea sy  to  o rgan i se  such  an
experience, on account of paucity of both
equipment and the space to erect the
aerial. In the USA, more professional
crystal  receivers seem to have sunrived,
and I am indebted to Art Goodnow for
sending me both information on his
original 1-P-76, made by the Wireless
Speciality Company, and an appraisal
which includes suggestions for
improving its performance in the light'of
today’s superior understanding of the
engineering that was really required.
Under the sub-title ”Non Erat Onus
Optimum” he wrote in January 1984:
’With respect to an abysmal reduction in
the Q of the secondary circuit (of say, a
double tuner —my comment) caused by
detector loading, the design of even top-
line receivers was seriously flawed”
Not only top-line receivers had poor
selectivity; practically all the cheap
domestic crystal sets that flooded the
British market during the ’twenties had
the same design defect: poor selectivity
due to excessive damping of the tuned
circuit by the detector. But the cure was
by no means unknown: Paul Groom
kindly sent me a copy of an article in the
8 June 1927 number of the Australian
magazine "Popular Radio Weekly”, and
there as large as life is the circuit of a
double-tuner in which the
crystal/headphone connection is tapped
down the secondary coil. Moreover, to
get as high an L/C ratio as possible for the
combination of aerial and primary coil,
tuning of that is effected by means of a
series variometer rather than a parallel
tuning condenser.
Ultimately, mass production of tuning
condensers made them much cheaper
than variometers, and they are much less
“lossy” anyway; so in making a well-
designed double-tuner today, series-
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tuning of the tapped primary of a double-
tuner by means of a good variable
condenser seems a more sensible
approach. This step was taken by Chris
Long, who has refined his home-brew
tuner still more by providing a centre-
tapped secondary coil so that two
dectector diodes could be used for full
wave rectification, adjustable forward bias
for the dectectors, variable coupling
between primary and secondary coils,
and a tuning meter. Making virtually
everything adjustable, including coil-taps,
Chris can Optimise the  receiver
performance on the signals he actually
receives, getting the best compromise
between selectivity and sensitivity,
loading and coupling, for each station
heard.

Now Chris has the good fortune to live
on a block of land 60: x 150 i ,  with trees
at the diagonal corners, so that he  found
it possible to hang a straight wire some
1201 long at about 40:1: height above
ground, as well as strapping together a
number of water-mains electrically to
provide an earth; which taken together
sound like steps in the right direction as
far as getting a big signal to feed to the
receiver. His measured currents into 4000
ohms headphones are 0.31 mA for 3AR,
and 0.4 mA for 31.0, both 50 kilowatt
medium-wave stations at 30 kilometres
distance. Compare this with the 80
microamps I get from BBC Radio 2 on 909
kHz using about 50;}; of wire some 151
above the ground, and a- central heating
pipe as earth! In fact his signals are big

enough to drive a home-made horn
loudspeaker to listenable level, given the
interposition of a suitable matching
__transformer.
But it is in small-signal performance that
there are big bonuses from the big aerial,
as the detectors are square-law for the
smallest signals. So Chris has received
identifiable medium-wave headphone-
level signals not only from lower power
Victorian stations and near neighbours
South Australia, New South Wales and
Tasmania (400 to 700 miles), but also from
Brisbane and Gympie in Queensland at
1000 miles, and Wellington NZ and
Wagin WA at 2000 miles. If that weren't
DX enough, a somewhat puzzling
t ransmission around 540 kHz was
eventually identified as a mainland
Chinese station flooding Taiwan with
propaganda, when a tape of the
transmission was played to an Australian
linguist who recognised the dialect. This
station has to be about 5000 miles from
Chris Long’s location near Melbourne,
and needless to say doesn’t afford
continuous reception. Chris’s technique
is to wait patiently until a suitable slow
fade brings up one station coincidentally
with a fade of any interfacing station.
Australia’s great width has so far caused
some neighbouring eastern stations to
close down before those in Western
Australia; but this advantage is likely to
disappear  a s  more s ta t ions  take to
transmitting around the clock. No magic
in the headphones, though, just a good
pair of Brown's ”F’s; and only Chris’s ears
to discriminate against crashes of static?
Now the first long overland wireless link
in Australia was Sydney to Fremantle,
and communication was just possible
using Telefunken spark transmitters and
galena detectors. The overland distance,
Melbourne to China is not very different,
but the Chinese signal had an additional
3000 miles to travel over sea before
reaching mainland Australia at all. For a
crystal set, DX and some! Or  a s  Chris
himself puts it: WVhoop-de-doo!” I think
them’s my sentiments too.
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Books

Books:
continued

however, Floyd Paul does include his own
curves of the frequency response of a
couple of Baldwin earphones, since these
were used as drivers for horn
loudspeakers. Altogether an interesting
presentation; who will write its
counterpart on the subject of British
loudspeakers?

Book Review:

by Robert Hawes

”The Golden Age of Radio in the Home” by
john W. Stokes, published by Craig’s,
Invercargill, 1986, available direct from the
author at £14.50 including postage by surface
mail. Orders to the author at 281C
Hillsborough Road, Mt. Roskill, Auckland 4,
New Zealand. Arrangements are also bein
made for the book to be available throng
English specialist book dealers.

Wireless enthusiasts tend to be to be
nationalistic, if not downright parochial in the
sort of ° 5 they study and collect. Althou
there are c assic "international" collectib es
l ike  the  Brit ish Marconi  V2 and  the
Gecophone “Smoker’s cabinet", the German
Loewe OE333 and the ”Kleinem fanger”, the
American “Mickey Mouse" an “Peter Pan”
and so on — we each have a primary interest
in the history and products of our own
homelands. We also have our own claims to
the “milestones” of wireless deveIOpments,
evidenced by the familiar disputes over "Who
did what?” and ” Who did it first?". Yet there
seem as many similarities a s  there are
differences in the wa wireless technology
and broadcasting dlevelped in various
countries.

A number of books have in recent years
been published in various places on the
subject, the authors of which have, in the
main, understandably confined
themselves to national boundaries, and
there is, perhaps, a need for comparative
studies of the subject.
John W. Stokes’ latest book “The Golden
Age of Radio in the Home” is doubly
welcome, for it not only satisfies the need
for a good standard work covering his
own native land of New Zealand, but also
links this with an outline of worldwide
history and with developments in
America, Britain and Australia.

The book is well written and
authoritative, as might be expected from
John Stokes, whose previous book ”70
Years of Radio Tubes and Valves” is now
a respected standard reference book in
several countries. He is an author who
has a capacity for careful research and

with  a rare flair for translating
information that could be dull and dry
into readable prose without sacrificing
accuracy. He grew up in the ”Golden
Age" of radio, catching the radio bug
when he listened-in on his first crystal set
in .1929 and made it a career as a
serviceman and writer. He was a founder
member of the NZ tage Radio Society
and edits their journal.
The new book traces the history of
wireless from the crystal set to the
transistor, and although it  is inninly
concerned with what happended in the
days of “Steam Radio” in New Zealand,
there is much written and pictorial
information on the American, British and
Australian receivers which were
imported into New Zealand in those
days. Nicely produced, it has 164 A4
pages, containing some 600 photographs
and drawings, and is in hard covers.
The author begins with a chapter
outlining how broadcasting began, which
includes a mention of the argument as to
which person or country was the first to
have ’Broadcasted”, and using criteria
suggested by the Antique Wireless
Association of New York, the author
gives the distinction to the Dutch PCGG
station which started transmitting in 1919.
The USA KDKA station comes in at 1920
along with Marconi's English
transmissions from Chelmsford.
The next chapter concerns “hardware"
and outlines general technical
developments, including car radios and
radiograms.
There is another chapter on cabinet
design, tracing the changes in fashion in
receivers in several countries. The bulk of
receivers appearing on the New Zealand
market were imported and the author
gives pictures and descriptions of many
of these models, but also offers a unique
survey of ”home-brew” New Zealand
sets. There fouow well-illustrated sections
on the sets that were imported from
America, and Australia. The chapter on
British imports will be of particular
interest, of course, to many readers of the
Bulletin.

He notes that by comparison with
receivers of American origin, few battery
and mains sets from Britain were seen,
but there were far more British crystal sets
than American ones. It seems that ”Buy
British” patriotism was not enough to
enable people to resist the better value-
for-money American models.
A final chapter to this excellent book gives
advice on collecting, hints on repair and
restoration, and suggestions on how to
date receivers.

Feedback
Readers’ Letters continued
from page 53

Meeting others
From: David Barrett, Bawdswell, Norfolk:

I agree that membership details should
remain confidential. But many of us feel
”out on a limb" if London and
Harpenden are a fair distance away, so we
miss the fellowship of other enthusiasts.
How about a ”meet the members page”
which could take the form of invitation by
members to correspond or invitations to
visit? (Editor’s note: Our free ”small ads"
page is open to any member with these
aims in mind).

405-Line Society
From H. lourneaux, 7 Blair Avenue, Poole,
Dorset BH14 ODA.

A ”Keep 405 Alive" society has been
formed to preserve and restore items of
that period of television history. Annual
subscription is £2 plus four SAE's for the
newsletter, which wil l  inc lude  free
advertisements.
“Hitler’s Wireless"
From John Stokes, Editor, New Zealand
Writer 6 Radio Society, 281C Hfllsborough
Roa , Mt. Roskill, Auckland, New Zealand.

Congratulations on the new Bulletin.
I was interested in Geoffrey Dixon-
Nuttall’s article on the German radio of
unknown make. I use to possess one and
the only information I could get from the
former owner was that the set came from
a German submarine: perhaps Hitler had
his own private submarine as well as a
yacht! My set had a Telefunken
nameplate but the backplate was missing.
The metal valves in the set all bore the
Nazi emblem of ”Eagle over Swastika”,
hot-branded into the bakelite bases. I am
not sure whether the emblem was used
by both the Kriegsrnarine as well as the
Wehrmacht. If this point could be
established it could be a clue to the origin
of the sets.

EDITORS NOTE:
Early Stereo
I hear that a small company which re-
issues historical recordings are producing
a set of two pressings from masters
originally recorded in 1934 by Alan
Blumlein’s stereo system. Examples of the
system have occasionally been broadcast
but most listeners seem to have been
unimpressed by the “eff ” as well as the
musical offerings, although recordings of
Blumlein walking about the studio have
been more impressive. The re-issue of
two Beecham records on 78rpm vinyls
may give those interested a chance to
hear for themselves, but I understand a
”sum-and-difference" amplifier will be
necessary to get the original effect.

Readers' Correspondence
continued on  page 63
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Museums
Wireless museums seem to be occurring in the future. This is

by RE  Shepherd proliferatingin many parts of the world; manifestly impossible as nobody has
mostlysmall collections in  homes of yet achieved pe r f ec t i on ,  so

There seems to be  some enthusiasts. Individual collectors have conservation is inevitably a continuous
misunderstanding about museums, so their own ideas on What to include in process. Conservation implies
let’s look at them in simple terms -
which  means  omitting a very great

deal .

There are museums, (and museums),
and collections. All that they have in
common is that they display exhibits.
The true museums actively teach and
research — if in doubt ask any
university — and  they’re recognised
(and interact) internationally. Quite
bluntly, they (and museums) don't
observe all of the standards of the
museums ,  bu t should  not  necessarily
be  regarded as outcasts: there’s the
thorny question of academic freedom.

Collectors assemble anything from the
superbly rare and exotic down to
useless junk. Good collections often
end up in museums labelled with the
collector’s name and. a s  such. can form
the basis of an institution as  in the cases
of the Turnbull and Hocken Libraries: a
similar example is the Governor Grey
Collection. Some multi—millionaire
collections, so large as to be museums
in actuality, have needed separate
buildings to house them. There they
have been left. but remain collections as
there i s  no research and teaching
associated with them. Reprehensible is
the collector who merely gathers things
without trying to learn anything about
them:  he  can easily become an
unintentional vandal.

True museums are trustees, preserving
the past for the enlightenment of the
future, and  have staff to  act  a s
consultants for the general public, any
member of whom can have access to
such a service (but make an
appointment).  Staff will answer
questions, recommend helpful books,
and so  on .  Normally each staff member
would be a Specialist in only one
department of the museum.

No one seems to either know or care,
but it’s thought that art galleries are
divorced from museums because of
their need for extra viewing distance,
variations of Optimum temperature,
humidity,  and so on  — these  are most
important  considerations for both of
them. But that’s where the divorce
ends for they recognise each other
freely. Both deal basically with wood,
oils, canvas, pigments etc in their own
ways, but it’s the identical standards
which seal the friendship.

Both galleries and museums use the
term "restoration” but it has a different
meaning for each. In neither case does

displays and how much ”restoration”
ought to be  done- Here, a museums
expert discusses the problems and
offers some suggestions. The author is
a member of the New Zealand Vintage
Radio Society and some of the places he
mentions may no t  be  familiar to
readers.

Preservation or
Restoration?

it mean what the general public
understands by such an expression.
We’d do better to dr0p this word and
settle on ’conservation’ in its place, for
that’s what both museums and
galleries want for their exhibits and it’s
what they do to their exhibits.

Essentially, museums want a series of
exhibits spanning as many centuries as
possible and demonstratin those
landmarks which are forme by the
progress of the thoughts and
achievements of mankind. Exhibits
should be proveable as  to eriod and
maker, complete if possib e ,  and as
close to new condition as may be
procurable. Normally such a collection
would need to be added to only to
augment the information it contains or
to  identify additional progress. But  you
have to be a couple of steps behind the
play to confirm that progress has
actually occurred.

Exhibits are expected to show some
degree of deterioration because the
truth is that everything —- absolutely
everything — deteriorates, slowly,
imperceptibly, but nevertheless
inevitably. Or it becomes more fragile —
same thing. Exhibits must always
demonstrate warts-and-all truth to the
viewer, and you can throw in
blackheads and acne as  well. Should an
Ancient Roman housewife return to life
today, she should see her favourite
bronze statuette just  as  it  was when she
dusted it last, though the patina should
show the effect of 2000 years’ air
exposure and, hopefully, similar daily
dusting. She had no Brasso in her day,
so museums use no Brasso today.
Exhibits must  look (you name it) years
old because that is precisely what they
are.

Conservation is  easy to say, but can be
hard to carry out. It consists of halting
any deterioration which has already
taken place plus preventing any more

preservation and vice versa, unless
you’re a confirmed purist .

The credo of a museum goes something
like this: an article is either old or it is
new,  bu t  i t  c an  never  be  both — for t ha t
i s  an  absurdity. If i t  i s  old, such age
must be evident so that no student i s
misled. It must be diSplayed so that the
student is encouraged to visualise it  in
its pristine state, and nothing should
either assist or impede this imaginative
process in any way whatever. Anyone
doing anything of this nature is
imposing his own mental vision upon
that of the student. If possible an
exhibit should be complete, but if not
several incomplete articles may
compensate by stimulating an
additional flow of imagination and
inquiry.

From a needle to an  anchor, that’s it.
Every viewer, from a small  ch i ld  to  a
postgraduate, is a student. The
museum exists entirely for students.
Every student who comments on an
exhibit has learned something, and
learning is a step towards knowledge —»
which implies full understanding.

So far it all sounds ridiculously simple:
clean things gently but leave them as
they are. Not so, this is just the
beginning. Doing this is the moment of
truth for the exhibit for it is at  this stage
that each item is evaluated and
assessed. It is regarded in isolation as
well a s  in  relation to other exhibits; i n
relation to the preservation required
and to the amount it will withstand; in
relation to policies or  intentions which
may often be purely local. There are a
thousand indefinable factors which
may be applied, but all may reasonably
be summed up by ’what can be learned
from it?’ The answer to this decides i ts
value to the museum, and that  ha s
nothing whatever to do with its market
value. Matter of fact, museums go
elsewhere to ascertain market values.

Inevitably there’s one big snag.
Museums have been short of space for
donkey’s years, so this means that only
a fraction of what is offered can ever be
accepted. Nobody likes it, but  — sorry,
join the queue.

Who’s to relate all this to radio sets? Not
the museum staff, for their expertise
lies in  totally unrelated fields. They’re
merely laymen as far as radio is
concerned and they’ll be the first to
admit it and drop the subject smartly.

continued on next page
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Repairs: Conservation
or Preservation ?

Editor’s Note: Contribution to this
feature, either as lengthy articles or
”hints and tips” are welcomed.

The 15 degree Jig

by Geoffrey Dixon N uttall

Those  enthusiasts  who l ike  to get the
most performance out of their sets are
tempted to try re-alignment. Unless
they are quite sure that they know
what they are doing, this can be
unwise; but  given a working
knowledge of how the thing works,
and some source of signals, i t  usually
can restore quite a bit of sparkle to a
d im and noisy specimen.  The most
that is usually needed is to set the
pointer to the alignment point and
twiddle the trimmers for maximum.

This is where Philips enthusiasts (Oh,
yes,  they exist) come up  against a
problem. Due partly to the complex dial
arrangements use , Philips had their
own method of al ignment.  Instead of
setting the pointer to a mark they set
the tuning capacitor on a jig, aligned
the circuits, and then set the pointer.
This is a much better way, since it
discounts any  backlash in  the dial
drive ,  and  also the possibility that
somebody assembled it incorrectly last
time it was repaired.

The method of aligning the L.F. end of
the bands I do  not  prepose to go into,
since it is peculiar, complicated, and
usually unnecessary.

Prewar sets usually used the excellent
tuning capacitors made by Philips
themselves, but some prewar sets and
mus t  of the  u s lwar  models  used
capacitors ”bought in” from other
firms, usually Wingrove & Rodgers.

These  were more prone to drift than the
Dutch productions.

The Philips capacitors are set up using
the jig as shown. For some reason they'
got their diagrams drawn by somebody
who  cou ldn ' t  draw,  bu t  you  see the
idea. The original jig was 09-991-741,
but  in  about 1938 they cut a slot in it to
make it easier to fit and it became 09-
992-440. From the dimensions given
one can easily be made; or. if there were
sufficient demand I would set up a line
and turn them ou t .  Alternatively,
anything 4mm thick will do. (The
wrong end  of a No .21  dri l l ,  for
example).

The ”Trader” sheets or the Philips
service manuals ive the full details of
the  procedure. A you need in  addition
is a set of metric spanners to adjust thee
trimmers. And the best of luck.

Jig for a
tricky job

oq  em “up

[WIaqc ‘  A

NIH-L -

“Mme-s5
°F  WMM

continued from previous page
Just ask, and you’ll soon find that ou t .
And there you have the plain and
simple reason why different museums
give different responses about radio.
Yet are those fields unrelated? Not  if
you’re prepared to teach yourself, for
museum staff can tell you the
treatments for wood (that’s cabinets),
porcelain and glass (that’s dials and
shattered valves), pretty well all metals
(that’s chassis). And as for small
components, capacitors and the like,
these people almost  certainly have
access to the information but are simply
quite unaware of the fact. At the very
least they have the addresses.  So,  for
instance,  you’d look a t  wood
treatments and their application to
furniture without even breathing the
words 'plywood cabinet’. There is no
deception in  this because the most
important thing to be learned is the
standards they impose. Try watching
an art conservator cleaning the varnish
on an  oil  pa in t i ng  if ynn can  before
giving this thought away.
Museums aren’t going to go away, and
neither are their standards. But are the
so-called ‘specialist  museums’  any
different? I cannot answer this with
certainty for my personal experience is
restricted to viewing only: I have never
had the opportunity of detailed
discussion with any officials. But the
impression gained is that they consider
that an article may be restored to its new
condition, and that ’cannibalising’ is
acceptable to attain this end. With
mass-produced articles there would
seem to be some merit in the latter case.
There comes to mind one such article of
which I actually do have expert
knowledge, but is better considered in
the abstract. Inevitably it showed
modern add i t i ons  and  ma te r ia l s ,  so  I

thus became the Roman housewife
who saw the Brasso and the only
lasting impression has been of the
actual workmanship itself.  But  what’s
the result of such an article on a
student? isn’t he accepting an illusion
for a reality? And which craftsman
should he remember —— the original 01‘
the modern? Should not the modems
make their own originals, for instance?
Is he seeing truth based upon pure
reason and logic, or i s  he  seeing truth
qualified by the intervention of
another’s vision? Either way, the
student’s mental processes will be both
automatic and unconscious.
Sort that lot out and you will know
quite enough about museums. We have
all had  to do i t  sooner or  later, so  i t
might as well  be now.

By courtesy of the New Zealarzd Vintage
Radio Society.
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Vintage Vision
Whenever ”inventions” are discussed,
there is often a debate as to who did
what and  when.  Here, Tony Hopwood
challenges the generally held belief that
Baird was the first to demonstrate true
television and Ray Herbert gives an
answer. It  is the sort of debate which
emphasises the necessity of imaginative
research which stimulates a healthy
scepticism.

Baird or
Jenkins ?

by Tony Hopwood
For most ofus, the name John Logie Baird
conjures up an image of the traditional
British inventor, master of improvisation
and perennially short of cash as he
pursues a dream: in short the little man
who goes down in history against all the
o d d s .
So who first demonstrated television? It
seems to depend on which side of the
Atlantic you live — on this side, ’Television
Today and Tomorrow’ by Moseley and
Barton-Chapple(1930)has thishistorical
overvrew:
’ In  addition, silhouettes were transmitted
in America by Mr. C. F. Jenkins inJuly 1925,
(wrong date) but it was not until January
1926 that true television was accom~
plished. . .On 27thJanuary 1926 Mr. Baird
gave a demonstration to some forty
members of the Royal Institution, and
showed them the transmission of real
images between one room and another’.
If you accept Moseley and Barton-
Chapple’s version, it’s ’no contest’ and
Baird wins.
But, if you are lucky enough to findacopy
ofJenkins' book, ’VisionbyRadio — Radio
Photographs’, published by him in 1925,
Baird’s place on the pedestal looks a little
Shaky.
I n  his ’Historic a1 Sketch of Jenkins’ Radio
Photography’ (page 119) we see;
’ 1923. Makes his first laboratory
demonstration of Radio Vision (the
instantaneous reproduction on a small
picture screen of a distant performer or
distant scene), and of Radio Movies, (the
transmission'of pictures from a theatre
screen to  a small screen in the home). June
14th 1923.’
Hardly agrees with the Mo seley/ B arton-
Chapple version!
Let’s see what Jenkins was doing in 1925,
just before he published his book:
’In 1925. Transmits motion pictures by
Radio from standard motion-picture film
to be looked at directly on small motion

picture screen in the distant radio
receiving set; Tuesday March 31 1925.’
That was still nearly a year before Baird’s
demonstration.
Jenkins was under no  illusions as to the
likely importance of the new medium for
home entertainment and information,
probably because he wasaveteran motion
picture technologist. He describes his
system thus:
”A further advance step was made when
an audible message was added to the
same radio wave which carried the
picture. This was doneby modulating the
carrier wave to give audibility, while inter-
rupting the same carrier wave at the fre-
quency far above the audible range, say,
200000 cycles to make our picture.
By means of this duplex employment of
the same radio wave, it is possible to get,
for example, both the gesture and the voice
of an inaugural address, the play and
cheers ofanational sport; orthe acting and
song of grand opera”

We can see from the superb visualisation
of a future television set showing a
baseball game, that Jenkins was far ahead
of Baird in his appreciation of the potential
of the medium once the technical
problems were overcome—and what’s
more his comments about high video
frequencies show that his goal was high
definition cinema quality pictures.
What about Jenkins’ technique — was it
capable of transmitting a recognisable
image—not just an outline?
A study of the photos and drawings
throughout the Radio Vision section of the
book shows that Jenkins used Nipkov
discs with lenses for horizontal line scan
plusacleverlyengineered prismaticring
for vertical scanning, with various
modulated light sources until he found
the ideal solution—a corona glow lamp
made for the author by Prof. D. McFarlan
Moore. . . with a light and dark frequency
of amillion per second’ * it’sacrater neon.

continued on next page
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Vintage Vision
Baird or Jenkins?
continued from previous page
His  numerous references to high modu-
lation frequencies prove that he was well
past the  shadowgraph stage of
experimentation.
There’s certainly no mention of a photocell
camera using the reflection of a scanning
flying spot to generate a signal off a solid
objectlikeBaird’s dummybecauseJenkins
preferred to work with film; so in that
respect Baird’s achievement stands, and
all Jenkins’ work might thus  be  narrowly
defined as ’silhouette’ transmission—but
even Baird had to go back to the 'inter-
mediate film system’ for outdoor shots
some 10 years later!
Ienkins was however perfectly clear on
why he used film for his work-he  wrote:
”Further, of course it is immaterial
whether the current modulation is taken
directly from a flat photograph, from a
solid object, or from an outdoor scene at
which the transmitter is pointed.”
One  thing seems certain to me—because
Jenkins was working some two years
ahead of Baird, and makes no mention of
him  in the numerous references to other
workers in the field in his book, he didn’t
know about  h im,  but on  the  other hand,
B aird certainly knew aboutJenkins, so it’s
likely that Baird concentrated on the
transmission of ‘real’ images because he
was able to build on Jenkins’ work to attack
the  remaining unsolved problem.
Ienkins’ achievement was deliberately
devaluedby the Bairdlobby describinghis
work as ’silhouette transmission’.
Who sowed the seedof thislong-running
deception?
It seems to have been Alfred Dinsdale in
his book ’Television’ published by Pitman
in 1926, and uncorrected in the second
edition (1928) :
”In the United States, Mr C.F. Jenkins,
who, likeM. Belin, is known inconnection
with Photo Telegraphy, has also, working
in collaboration with Mr. MacTaggart
Moore, succeeded in sending shadows. . .'
The creditability of Dinsdale’s reference to
Jenkins’ work is not helped by his getting
Professor McFarlan Moore’s name wrong—
especially since he invented the Moore
Tube lamp, prototype of all today’s gas
discharge amps, as  well as  the  crater neon
which he developed specifically for
Jenkins’ television experiments.

Subsequent  wri ters  on  television s imply
perpetuated Dinsdale’s assumption by
copying it rather than applying any sort of
comparitive analysis to Jenkins’ and
Baird’s achievements, a situation not
helpedbyBaird'sreluctancetowriteuphis
own  achievements.
In the end, any argument about who in-
vented television depends whether you
define television as  the instantaneous
transmissionofrecognisablelineandhalf-
toned moving pictures between two
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points, or insist that the ‘original and
genuinc’  l i uc  t e l ev i s ion  i s  the ruptu-
duction on the screen of live images rather
than those recorded on  film.
Come to think of it, ’real’ radio is the
transmission of intelligible speech and
music rather than morse so you canforget
about Marconi, Hughest, Lodge, Popov —
The founding father of ’real’ radio was
Fessenden!
See what I mean?

Baird or Jenkins
A reply:
by Ray Herbert
The Editor has kindly provided me with
the opportunity of seeing Tony
Hopwood’s contribution prior to publica—
tion . The points raised by him are very in-
teresting and stimulate others to delve into
the archives.
Baird is acknom' edged as being the first
person anywhere to demonstrate true
television. It is generally accepted that this
expression means television pictures

depicting instantaneous movement with
gradations in light and shade .  Jenkins
used transmitted light as distinct from
reflected light from an object. Were there
gradationsinlightand shade?lthinknot.
Dinsda le’s  book  ”Firs t  P r inc ip les  of
Television" observes on pages 51/52
“Jenkinsusesalens disccarrying481enses
and the purpose of the apparatus in
avowcdly to  transmit and  receive, no t
television, but special cinematography
film. There is no  detail in the films, only a
plain black-and—white silhouette of
simple scenes such as alittle girl bouncing
a ball". Sheldon and Grisewood on page
161 of their book “Television" which was
written and  publ ished in  the  USA,
comment . . . “It must be understood that
this is not yet true television, for only
silhouettesfromamotion picture reelcan
be received."
Baird or Jenkins? — Baird indubitably for
he produced television pictures of three
dimensional objects containing varying
degrees of light and shade.
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Feedback

America’s answer

“T he Duotune"
From David Rudram, 79 The Boulevard,
Worthing, West Sussex BN13 III

I was interested in Pat Leggatt’s piece
about the Readi Rad Duotune. I also have
c .e of these components complete with
the contacts operated by the cam on the
spindle. The general name for these
components was an ’Extenser’, and as Pat
correctly deduced was to enable 360°
continuous tuning of the medium and
long waves without the use of a separate
wave-change switch. According to an
article in Wireless Constructor in May
1931, the Extenser was hailed as the most
important advance in set design for some
time. The article even goes on to say that
one manufacturer was taking on dozens
of new men, to cope with Extenser _'
demand! The writer predicted that there '
wouldn’t be many sets at future radio
exhibitions that didn’t have Extensers
incorporated. I wonder what
happended? I can’t recall coming across
any commercial set fitted with this
system. Does any Member know of one?
The idea seems sound. Maybe it was the
change over of calibrated tuning knobs to
tuning scales with station names that was
the downfall of the Extenser. It would
have meant having a very long scale to
accomodate both medium and long wave
side by side.

to the Kenmac '?

’ "villains-.9 m' . - .  a. .3

I agree wi th Pat that individual
components can be very interesting. I
have collected examples of variable
condensers with a variety of slow motion
and fine tuning arrangements. Some of
them are very ingenious and extremely
well engineered.

American “Listener”
Alan Douglas, of Pocasset, Mass. has sent
the accompanying picture of the
American—made “Talking Book", which
he descrbes as that county’s ”answer to
Britain's ”Kenmac Listener’. He considers
the Kenmac the cutest of the two, but that
the American one is still a clever design
and despite the fact that it must have sold
well, he has seen only one example of it.
Lacking a variable capacitance, it still
pulls in plenty of stations, three at a time!
The ”Celerundum" detector is like a
cartridge tuse, has an adjusting knob and
is almost as sensitive as a Germanium
Diode. An advertisement for the set
which Alan also sent, is dated 1927, but
he dates it as c1923 in his latest book "The
Golden Age of Radio in the Home” and
virtually no major US manufacturer
offered a crystal-set after 1923. ”I say
"virtually' to cover myself, though at the
moment I can’t think of a single example
among the top 70 or so companies: that's
how limited the market was”, he adds.

Readers'
Letters cont inued
from page 53

In the same issue of the Bulletin (VOL 1]
NO. 3) I enjoyed the Bill Williams article
on Collection Philiosophy. Some good
ideas there I thought.
Finally, congratulations on the ’New’
Bulletin format.
Editor’s Note: Articles on interesting
components are welcome.
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